# Complete Skill Tutorial for Universal Remote

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Set Top Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Streaming Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>DVD/BD player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Air Conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Projector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>LED Strip Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Humidifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Air Purifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Robot Cleaner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Water Heater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Virtual Button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Curtain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Switch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alexa, turn on <tv>.  
Alexa, turn off <tv>.  
Hey Google, turn on <tv>.  
Hey Google, turn off <tv>.  
Alexa, turn on <tv> button ok.  
Hey Google, turn on <tv> button ok.  
Alexa, volume up on <tv>.  
Alexa, volume up by <5> on <tv>.  
Hey Google, volume up on <tv>.  
Hey Google, volume up by <5> on <tv>.  
Alexa, volume down on <tv>.  
Alexa, volume down by <5> on <tv>.  
Hey Google, volume down on <tv>.  
Hey Google, volume down by <5> on <tv>.  
Alexa, channel up on <tv>.  
Hey Google, next channel on <tv>.  
Alexa, channel down on <tv>.  
Hey Google, last channel on <tv>.  
Alexa, mute <tv>.  
Alexa, unmute <tv>.  
Hey Google, mute <tv>.  
Hey Google, unmute <tv>.  
Alexa, channel up on <tv>.  
Hey Google, next channel on <tv>.  
Alexa, channel down on <tv>.  
Hey Google, last channel on <tv>.  
Alexa, change the channel to 123 on <tv>.  
Hey Google, change the channel to 123 on <tv>.  

Alexa, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.

Hey Google, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.
Alexa, play <tv>.
Hey Google, start <tv>.
Alexa, rewind on <tv>.
Hey Google, previous on <tv>.
Alexa, previous on <tv>.
Hey Google, previous on <tv>.
Alexa, fast forward on <tv>.
Hey Google, next on <tv>.
Alexa, next on <tv>.
Hey Google, next on <tv>.
Alexa, pause on <tv>.
Hey Google, pause on <tv>.
Alexa, stop <tv>.
Hey Google, stop <tv>.
Alexa, set <tv> to Hulu.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Hulu.
Alexa, set <tv> to Youtube.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Youtube.
Alexa, set <tv> to NetFlix.
Hey Google, set <tv> to NetFlix.
Alexa, set <tv> to ABC.
Hey Google, set <tv> to ABC.
Alexa, set <tv> to HBO.
Hey Google, set <tv> to HBO.
Alexa, set <tv> to Prime Video.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Prime Video.
Alexa, set <tv> to Sling.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Sling.
Alexa, set <tv> to Sho wtime.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Sho wtime.
Alexa, set <tv> to ABC news.
Hey Google, set <tv> to ABC news.
Alexa, set <tv> to STARZ.
Hey Google, set <tv> to STARZ.
Alexa, set <tv> to ESPN.
Hey Google, set <tv> to ESPN.
Alexa, set <tv> to BBC.
Hey Google, set <tv> to BBC.
Alexa, set <tv> to VUDU.
Hey Google, set <tv> to VUDU.
Alexa, set <tv> to Disney+.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Disney+.
Alexa, set <tv> to Roku channel.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Roku channel.
Alexa, set <tv> to NBC.
Hey Google, set <tv> to NBC.
Alexa, set <tv> to Pandora.
Hey Google, set <tv> to Pandora.
Alexa, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.

Hey Google, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.

Set top box

- Alexa, turn on <device name>.
- Alexa, turn off <device name>.
- Hey Google, turn on <device name>.
- Hey Google, turn off <device name>.
- Alexa, turn on <device name> back.
- Hey Google, turn on <device name> back.
- Alexa, turn on <device name> home.
- Hey Google, turn on <device name> home.
- Alexa, volume up on <device name>.
- Alexa, volume up by 5 on <device name>.
- Hey Google, volume up on <device name>.
- Hey Google, volume up by 5 on <device name>.
- Alexa, mute <device name>.
- Alexa, unmute <device name>.
- Hey Google, mute <device name>.
- Hey Google, unmute <device name>.
- Alexa, channel up on <device name>.
- Hey Google, next channel on <device name>.
- Alexa, channel down on <device name>.
- Hey Google, last channel on <device name>.
- Hey Google, volume down on <device name>.
- Hey Google, volume down by 5 on <device name>. 

Back to List
Set top box

- Alexa, play <device name>.
- Hey Google, start <device name>.
- Alexa, rewind on <device name>.
- Alexa, fast forward on <device name>.
- Alexa, previous on <device name>.
- Alexa, next on <device name>.
- Alexa, pause <device name>.
- Hey Google, pause on <device name>.
- Alexa, stop <device name>.
- Hey Google, stop <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> information.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> information.
Alexa, turn on <device name>. Alexa, turn off <device name>.

Hey Google, turn on <device name>. Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, volume down on <device name>. Alexa, volume down by 5 on <device name>.

Hey Google, volume down on <device name>. Hey Google, volume down by 5 on <device name>.

Alexa, turn on <device name> home.

Hey Google, turn on <device name> home.

Alexa, turn on <device name> back.

Hey Google, turn on <device name> back.
Alexa, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.

Hey Google, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.
Alexa, stop <device name>.
Hey Google, stop <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> back.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> back.
Alexa, previous on <device name>.
Hey Google, previous on <device name>.
Alexa, next on <device name>.
Hey Google, next on <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> home.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> home.
Alexa, turn on <device name>.
Alexa, turn off <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, mute <device name>.
Alexa, unmute <device name>.
Hey Google, mute <device name>.
Hey Google, unmute <device name>.

Alexa, volume down on <device name>.
Alexa, volume down by 5 on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume down on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume down by 5 on <device name>.

Alexa, volume up on <device name>.
Alexa, volume up by 5 on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume up on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume up by 5 on <device name>.
Alexa, next on <device name>.
Hey Google, next on <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> information.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> information.
Alexa, fast forward on <device name>.
Alexa, previous on <device name>.
Hey Google, previous on <device name>.
Alexa, stop <device name>.
Hey Google, stop <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> menu.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> menu.
Alexa, rewind on <device name>.
Alexa, pause <device name>.
Hey Google, pause <device name>.
Alexa, play <device name>.
Hey Google, start <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> guide.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> guide.
Alexa, turn on <device name> home.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> home.
Alexa, turn on <device name> back.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> back.
Alexa, set <device name> to PC.
Hey Google, set <device name> to PC.

Alexa, set <device name> to USB.
Hey Google, set <device name> to USB.

Alexa, set <device name> to sleep.
Hey Google, set <device name> to sleep.

Alexa, set <device name> to DVD.
Hey Google, set <device name> to DVD.

Alexa, set <device name> to AUX.
Hey Google, set <device name> to AUX.

Alexa, set <device name> to Network.
Hey Google, set <device name> to Network.

Alexa, set <device name> to CD.
Hey Google, set <device name> to CD.

Alexa, set <device name> to stereo.
Hey Google, set <device name> to stereo.

Alexa, set <device name> to Dolby.
Hey Google, set <device name> to Dolby.
Alexa, turn on <device name>.
Alexa, turn off <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, volume down on <device name>.
Alexa, volume down by 5 on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume down on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume down by 5 on <device name>.

Alexa, rewind on <device name>.

Alexa, turn on <device name> menu.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> menu.

Alexa, fast forward on <device name>.

Alexa, play <device name>.
Hey Google, start <device name>.

Alexa, mute <device name>.
Alexa, unmute <device name>.
Hey Google, mute <device name>.
Hey Google, unmute <device name>.
Alexa, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.
Hey Google, change the channel to 0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 on <device name>.
- Alexa, set <device name> to stereo.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to stereo.
- Alexa, set <device name> to sleep.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to sleep.
- Alexa, set <device name> to DVD.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to DVD.
- Alexa, set <device name> to AVR.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to AVR.
Alexa, set <AC> mode to COOL.
Hey Google, set <AC> to COOL.
Alexa, set <AC> mode to AUTO.
Hey Google, set <AC> to AUTO mode.
Alexa, turn on <AC>.
Hey Google, turn on <AC>.
Alexa, turn off <AC>.
Hey Google, turn off <AC>.
Hey Google, set <AC> to FAN-ONLY.
Hey Google, set <AC> to DRY.
Alexa, set <AC> mode to HEAT.
Hey Google, set <AC> to HEAT.
Alexa, set <AC> to AUTOSPEED.
Hey Google, set <AC> to AUTO.

Alexa, set <AC> to LOW.
Hey Google, set <AC> to LOW.

Alexa, set <AC> to HIGH.
Hey Google, set <AC> to HIGH.
Alexa, turn up <AC> temperature by <2> degrees.
Hey Google, turn up <AC> by <2> degrees.

Alexa, turn down <AC> temperature by <2> degrees.
Hey Google, turn down <AC> by <2> degrees.

Alexa, set <AC> temperature to <25>.
Hey Google, set <AC> to <25> degrees.
Alexa, volume down on <device name>.
Alexa, volume down by 5 on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume down on <device name>.
Hey Google, volume down by 5 on <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> back.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> back.
Alexa, turn on <device name> menu.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> menu.
Alexa, turn on <device name>.
Alexa, turn off <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn off <device name>.
Alexa, mute <device name>.
Alexa, unmute <device name>.
Hey Google, mute <device name>.
Hey Google, unmute <device name>.
Alexa, set <device name> to PC.
Hey Google, set <device name> to PC.
Hey Google, set <device name> to USB.

Alexa, turn on <device name> home.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> home.
Alexa, turn on <device name> guide.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> guide.
Alexa, stop <device name>.
Hey Google, stop <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name> favourite.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> favourite.
Alexa, turn on <device name> signal source.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> signal source.
Alexa, set <device name> to HDMI 1/2/3/4.
Hey Google, set <device name> to HDMI 1/2/3/4.
Alexa, turn off <device name>.
Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name>.

Alexa, set <device name> to bright.
Hey Google, set <device name> to bright.

Alexa, set <device name> to dim.
Hey Google, set <device name> to dim.

Alexa, set <device name> to red.
Hey Google, set <device name> to red.

Alexa, set <device name> to blue.
Hey Google, set <device name> to blue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timer 1/4h</th>
<th>Timer 1/2h</th>
<th>Timer 1h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>purple</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer 2h</td>
<td>Timer1</td>
<td>Timer2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer3</td>
<td>Timer4</td>
<td>Light1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light2</td>
<td>Light3</td>
<td>Light4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Alexa, set `<device name>` to 15 / 30 minutes.
- Alexa, set `<device name>` to purple / yellow / orange.
- Alexa, set `<device name>` to 1 hour.
- Alexa, set `<device name>` to timing one/two/three/four.
- Hey Google, set `<device name>` to timing three.
- Hey Google, set `<device name>` to timing 1/2/3/4.
- Hey Google, set `<device name>` to timing one/two/three/four.
- Hey Google, set `<device name>` to 2 hour.
- Hey Google, set `<device name>` to brightness one/two/three/four.
- Alexa, set `<device name>` to brightness 1/2/3/4.
- Alexa, set <device name> to flash.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to flash.

- Alexa, set <device name> to strobe.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to strobe.
Alexa, turn off <device name>.
Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name>.

Alexa, set <device name> to bright.
Hey Google, set <device name> to bright.

Alexa, set <device name> to dim.
Hey Google, set <device name> to dim.

Alexa, set <device name> to red/ white/ blue.
Hey Google, set <device name> to red/ white/ blue.
LED Strip Light

- Alexa, set <device name> to green/ purple/ yellow/ orange.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to green/ purple/ yellow/ orange.
- Alexa, set <device name> to smooth.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to smooth.
- Alexa, set <device name> to flash.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to flash.
- Alexa, set <device name> to orange red.
- Hey Google, set <device name> to orange red.

🔍 BACK TO LIST
**BroadLink**

**Fan**

- Alexa, set <Fan> to wind speed up.
- Hey Google, set <Fan> to wind speed up.
- Alexa, set <Fan> to wind speed down.
- Hey Google, set <Fan> to wind speed down.
- Alexa, set <Fan> to 1 hour/2 hours.
- Hey Google, set <Fan> to timing three/four.
- Alexa, set <Fan> to 30 minutes.
- Hey Google, set <Fan> to timing two.
- Alexa, set <Fan> to 15 minutes.
- Hey Google, set <Fan> to timing one.
- Alexa, set <Fan> to timing 1/2/3/4.
- Hey Google, set <Fan> to timing one/two/three/four.
Alexa, turn on <device name> swing.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> swing.

Alexa, turn on <device name> Auto Sync.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> Auto Sync.

Alexa, turn on <device name> timing.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> timing.

Alexa, turn on <device name> sleep.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> sleep.

Alexa, turn off <device name>.
Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, turn on <device name> Child Lock.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> Child Lock.
Alexa, turn on <device name> light.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> light.

Alexa, turn on <device name> mode.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> mode.
Alexa, turn off <device name>.
HeyGoogle, turn off <device name>.
Alexa, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name>.
Hey Google, turn on <device name> mode.
Alexa, turn on <device name> reserve.

Hey Google, turn on <device name> reserve.

Alexa, turn on <device name>. Alexa, turn off <device name>.

Hey Google, turn on <device name>. Hey Google, turn off <device name>.

Alexa, set <device name> temperature higher. Alexa, set <device name> temperature lower.

Hey Google, set <device name> temperature higher. Hey Google, set <device name> temperature lower.

Alexa, turn on <device name> mode.

Hey Google, turn on <device name> mode.

Alexa, turn on <device name> keep warm.

Hey Google, turn on <device name> keep warm.
Alexa, turn on <device name> childlock.

Hey Google, turn on <device name> childlock.
Alexa, turn on <virtual button>.

Hey Google, turn on <virtual button>.
Alexa, open <curtain>.
HeyGoogle, open <curtain>.

Alexa, set <curtain> to stop.
HeyGoogle, stop <curtain>.

Alexa, close <curtain>.
HeyGoogle, close <curtain>.
Smart wall light switch

Switch 1
- Alexa, turn on <switch 1>.
- Hey Google, turn on <switch 1>.
- Alexa, turn off <switch 1>.
- Hey Google, turn off <switch 1>.

Switch 2
- Alexa, turn on <switch 2>.
- Hey Google, turn on <switch 2>.
- Alexa, turn off <switch 2>.
- Hey Google, turn off <switch 2>.

Switch 3
- Alexa, turn on <switch 3>.
- Hey Google, turn on <switch 3>.
- Alexa, turn off <switch 3>.
- Hey Google, turn off <switch 3>.

ALL ON

ALL OFF

BACK TO LIST
Switch

Alexa, turn off <TC>.
Hey Google, turn off <TC>.

Alexa, turn on <TC>.
Hey Google, turn on <TC>.

Alexa, turn on first gang on <TC>.
Hey Google, turn on first gang on <TC>.

Alexa, turn on second gang <TC>.
Hey Google, turn on second gang <TC>.

Alexa, turn off second gang on <TC>.
Hey Google, turn off second gang on <TC>.

Alexa, turn on third gang on <TC>.
Hey Google, turn on third gang on <TC>.

BACK TO LIST
Alexa, turn off third gang on <TC>.

Hey Google, turn off third gang on <TC>.